SOLD

Unit 1, 8 Carlton Street, Carlton

A RARE OPPORTUNITY IN AN ULTRA-CONVENIENT LOCALE

Positioned for absolute convenience directly opposite Carlton Gardens, this
spacious ground floor apartment is a perfect base for professionals and young
families or an ideal portfolio prospect for an investor. It’s ready to move in and enjoy
now yet offers scope for personal touches or future contemporary updates.
The spacious main living area is designed to offer a relaxed open plan layout with
stylish interiors capturing bright natural light and enjoying easy outdoor flow. A rare
find, it boasts a generous north facing courtyard providing an idyllic alfresco
entertaining zone.
The modern kitchen features stainless appliances, a dishwasher and breakfast bar,
while the impressive bathroom contains a combined bathtub and shower plus floorto-ceiling tiles. Accommodation consists of three well scaled bedrooms, the master
complete with an ensuite, built-in wardrobe and courtyard access. Additionally, the
home includes heating, abundant storage, secure entry and secure dual basement
parking.
An enviable retreat within a tightly held boutique complex, this home enjoys a
premium address in one of Carlton’s most prestigious streets. Perfectly positioned
for lifestyle it’s moments from the CBD, a stroll from an array of cafés, restaurants
and shops, with transport on the doorstep.
Please don't hesitate to get in touch with our friendly team today to arrange an
inspection!
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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SOLD
Residential
388
165 m2
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